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you and i
(4kl)

you were the robin and i was the worm and i was the song and you were 
Cohen and you were the weeping birch and i was the newly rediscovered 
ivory billed woodpecker and i was the wind and you were the spider 
dangling from the leaf and you were the bookworm and i was the 
parchment and i was the goose quill and you were the india ink and you 
were david inspired by the lord and i was the trembling reed and i was 
the apple and you were the tongue-licked lips and you were the fever 
and i was the infection and i was the needle and you were the bending 
skin and you were the paratactical movement and i was the and sitting 
bloodied in the doorway and i was the gazelle and you were the cheetah’s 
unretractable claws and you were the windmill and i was the wheat and i 
was glistening and you were the beaded sweat and you were the napalm 
and i was the order and i was chaos and you were the theory and you were 
the cry of fire and i was the crowded theatre and i was the tv and you were 
the batteries in the remote and you were the hymen and i was awkward 
frustration and i was my teenage burgeoning desire and you were smiling 
with staples in your belly and you were Yankee carpetbaggers and i was 
gone with the wind and i was General Lee and you were Bo Duke’s blonde 
ass sliding over the hood and you were Loverboy and i was Reno’s red 
leather pants and i was the elegy and you were the churchyard and you 
were St. Elizabeth’s and i was usury and i was Freud and you were envious 
of something and you were Freud and i was as peripheral as Oedipus’s 
stepdad and i put the lack in Lacan and you were the baby looking back 
in the mirror and you were David Antin and i was Robert Kroetsch and 
i was Robert Duncan and you were John Crowe Ransom and that’s going 
too far and you were sweet red wine and i was the cup overrunneth 
and i was the window and you were the shaft of light and you were the 
batsignal and i was the convenient full moon on the night of the crimes 
and i was the trapdoor and you were the rope and you were the hand 
slapping leather and i was the bullet and i was the compliment and you 
were something weren’t you and you put the tit in antitemporality and 
i was sure glad and i put the razz in the razzamatazz and you were the 
bopping beat and you were the ragtime piano and i was joplin’s jangling 
fingers and i was the cool cat scatting and you were clambering jeoffry 
and you were the delicate blue eggshell and i was the robin
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The measure

For the bug underfoot
there’s a crucial choice—
live life by the law of the boot
or the law of the ground.
It’s far too easy to say the same
goes for love, hate, and the morning’s
appetites, but what’s easy
isn’t always wrong.

Kelly, to our grandchildren our age
will be the age of barbarians
throwing rocks at Time’s tanks.
This is as certain as our bodies will sag
into our scars like two sharp
watercolour lines bleeding into lazy oneness. 

We will be old, 

and so to them we’ll be the same 
as all other old people, the same
way we used to think every cat
equally agile. They will not 
be young when they begin 
to understand the measure, 
but they will be much younger 
than they will ever be again.

The measure is this:
Somewhere near the ocean
I realized I was a syllable 
in the mist’s argument
between gravity and motion.

[stanza break]
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The measure is this:
I mention it to you rarely but some mornings
when you leave early I turn my face into the bedsheet 
and I can almost taste your absence.

And this, too, is part of the measure:
my blood flows through my body like a map of joy.

Kelly, when I said death 
terrifies me, I meant 
to say I love you.
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Nine ways of looking at the first day of snow in Edmonton

1.
And then, suddenly,
October’s fumbling 
performance of Winter;
the quartet is good
but the instruments
badly out of tune.

2.
In the river valley, the world has been shot
in defective technicolor, deep browns, 
dark greens and yellows, too much whitewash, 
every thing muted. The projectionist 
wipes his glasses and wonders 
how many will demand 
their money back this time?

3.
Pantlegs dry over the shower rod,
but her mood will be dampened for months.

4.
Dared up on stage, 
the heckler is awkwardly
overdressed, a working joe
in tux and tails, no one else dudded up
for the occasion.  As he stumbles to the microphone,
the magpie—yes, even the magpie—
is speechless.

5.
Snowshoe hares keep the streak alive,
four thousand and twenty one years straight 
caught off guard, pulling awkwardly
at their brown coats as their bare white legs
shine in the patrolman’s flashlight.
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6.
The sky is falling.
At last, the stars 
are coming to us.

7.
You love petting stray cats
but the white one
keeps rolling in the snow
and kicking your hands
with its hind claws.

8.
For some a bird in the house
means good luck, for others
death—but what does it mean
when migrating flocks stand
in the doorway, refusing to take off
their coats and galoshes?

9.
The chickadees are tittering
at my hunched walk 
through snow-weighted trees.

There is a proper time 
and place for everything
but this.
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The loon’s red eye

Blood is the conductor
of an older current.

Stories told in church,
a mangod dead for our sins,
thornred sweat streaking his face.

Innocence in death
is a golden chalice held to his side.

In the right light, you can see
the loon’s red eye from the shore.

The stories knew
we would always 
be judged guilty.
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Caledonian Poison

reversed or nothing uncanny, your allusion is of love of free humour to a 
stranger.  in your marriage I become pock-pudden.  the same lame man 
devoured all my halts; he served his sister, and the home’s upstrained 
bury-case was home again.  The bee’s very body was a muchly supper, 
politic for never, and, midst breakfast, made a homily of your marriage’s 
next ill.  He himself knows mourning; this proves him a man more agile 
than others.  was your inferiority somehow a promise, an abiding, fleshly 
obedience to my horn, my kin, and my blood?  when the iron called, 
the wiser had romantic names for trans-national means and ends.  his 
tale of hell was Jonah’s alone.  the punishment of husbandry.  use and 
question were swallowed by her mighty Ireland (he took the belly case 
before it was sure to soothe her whaling union).  I own comical accord.  
history is a shallow bull of papish pamphlets—the dissolution treated 
marriage like a union betwixt former poor capacities of drudge; all 
circumstances become subjected whether you tend the barns equally 
or with a new constitution.  Hose and take up the name, vindicate the 
scots bull with the bottom of your glass.
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